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Warwick – A Singing Town , is a unique, philanthropically-funded project to promote singing as part of the artistic and cultural post-pandemic renewal in Warwick. 

Through free, high-quality singing and choral opportunities in schools, sharing information about local singing and choral opportunities for all town residents, and bespoke 

partnerships with groups who may benefit from the therapeutic aspects of singing – our goal is for singing to be better understood, promoted, and available to all residents. 

Warwick – A Singing Town is delighted to announce a brand-new singing competition for 
young people aged 11 – 18.

What is it?

Warwick’s Got singing Talent is a brand-new singing competition to discover and highlight 
talented young singers in Warwick.

We are looking for singers in three categories -

1. Solo
2. Small group from 2/5 performers 
3. Large group over 5 performers

Who is running Warwick’s Got singing Talent?

Ben Hamilton is a Choral Entrepreneur for 
Warwick – A Singing Town and he is working 
with local secondary schools to offer this amazing 
opportunity.

Who is it for?

Warwick’s Got singing Talent is for students aged 11 – 18 in full time education at secondary 
schools in Warwick.

We welcome entries from any sort of musical group so long as it involves singing. You might be 
part of a choir, or a rock band, or a solo singer.
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What do I sing?

We welcome performances of any type of musical genre – rock; pop; classical; choir; jazz;
musical theatre.  The only rule is that your performance must include singing.

How do I apply?
 
Speak to your school music staff straight away so that they know you are interested. They will
contact Ben Hamilton, so he knows you are keen to take part. His job is to help you with your 
entry.

What happens next?

Each school is organising entries slightly differently, so it is very important that you talk to your
school’s music staff immediately. You will then be asked to sing for Ben – that might be live if we
can organise a visit to your school, or it might be a video recording that you create with Ben’s 
help.

Warwick’s Got singing Talent Grand �inal will take place on Sunday, 3 July 2022 
at the Bridge House Theatre, Warwick.

What happens if I am chosen for the �inal?

We will choose nine �inalists to perform in our Grand Final on Sunday, 3 July.

The nine �inalists will have the opportunity to perform in public before 3 July and to get
specialist vocal coaching from Ben and the rest of our fantastic team of Choral Entrepreneurs. 

The winners of each category will be given the opportunity to record a song in a local 
professional recording studio and to perform in forthcoming concerts.


